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of the sea bottom, wherever located, would increase the ca-
pacity of the ocean basins and cause a world-wide lowering
of sea level, even though large parts of the continents re-
mained stationary. The oscillation of sea level caused by
glacial control, combined with a lowering of the sea bottom
by progressive steps, would produce a steplike series of high-
level shore lines and a corresponding series of low-level shore
lines. Whether or not the two series would, overlap would
depend on the amplitude of the oscillations and the magnitude
of the progressive lowering of sea level.

Forrest (1935) has assembled evidence, based chiefly on
the distribution of plants and animals, indicating that the
northern part of the present Atlantic Ocean was formerly
land. He postulates that North America and Europe were
connected by a chain of high mountains passing through
Greenland and Iceland, and that the mountains were bordered
on the south by a wide coastal plain. He supposes that this
land mass remained land during the Pleistocene and furnished
high centers of dispersal from which ice sheets flowed through
the British Isles, Fennoscandia, and Canada. Further evidence
that part of the North Atlantic was formerly land is supplied
by the topography of the sea bottom, which is furrowed by
submerged valleys and canyons that evidently were carved by
subaerial erosion (Veatch and Smith, 1939). The topography
of the adjoining land, also, gives clear evidence of sub-
mergence.

It seems likely, however, that the submergence of the "At-
lantean continent" began sooner than Forrest supposes, prob-
ably late in Pliocene time, while the, Citronelle formation was
being warped. The foundering of this northern continental
connection, by admitting wide expanses of water to what
may have been an arid region, presumably increased the hu-
midity of the atmosphere and permitted greater quantities of
snow to fall on the adjoining land. Possibly the coastal plateau
was the first part to be submerged, and the higher mountains
north of it may have remained centers of dispersal for the
Pleistocene ice. Gradual sinking of this more northern region
would have contributed to the world-wide Pleistocene lower-
ing of sea level.

Although the Pleistocene ice sheets stopped far north of


